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A notion of "differential valuation" is defined for ordinary
differential fields of characteristic zero by postulating for
a given valuation of the field a natural analogue of the
elementary LΉospitaΓs rule. Such valuations occur impli-
citly in classical analysis, for example in Hardy's orders
of infinity and in the study of singular points of systems
of ordinary differential equations. The fundamental pro-
perties of differential valuations are worked out in this
paper, numerous examples are discussed, and it is shown
that a differential valuation can always be extended to an
algebraic extension field. Applications are anticipated to
the study of singularities of algebraic differential equations.

In the following, k will denote an ordinary differential field of
characteristic zero, ' its derivation, and C its subfield of constants.

THEOREM 1. Let k be a differential field of characteristic zero
with subfield of constants C, v a valuation of k that induces the
trivial valuation on C, and let o and m be respectively the valuation
ring of v and its maximal ideal. Then the following statements
are equivalent:

(1) // a e o, b e m, b Φ 0, then afb/b' e m.
( 2) If a, b 6 &* and 0 < v(a) ^ v(b), then (δ/α - δ'/α') e m.
(3 ) If a, bek* and v(a) ^ v(b) < 0, then (δ/α - δ'/α') em.
(4) If aeo, bek*, I/bem, then a'b/b' etπ.

First note that b e m if and only if v(b) > 0. Also, C Π m = {0},
so that if b e m and b Φ 0, then b' Φ 0.

Proof that (1) => (2). Under the assumptions of (2) we can write
b — ac, with ceo. Since aem we get

A — PL = — a'c -*~ αc' = — ca

a a' a' a'

and by (1) this last quantity is is m.

Proof that (2) => (3). Under the assumptions of (3), if we write
a = l/a, β=l/b, we get 0<v(β)<-v(a), so that 0<v(ά)<Lv(a2/β). Hence

b _ V _ q/β) __ (Ifβ)f _ a _ a2β' _ (a2/β)f ___ a2lβ
a a' (I/a) (1/α)' β β2a' a' a '
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which is in m, by (2).

Proof that (3) ==> (4). Making the assumptions of (4) and also
replacing a by a + 1 if necessary to reduce to the special case in
which a is a unit in o, we have v(b) — v(ab) < 0, so that (ab)/b —
(ab)f/bf e m, giving a'bjb' e m.

Proof that (4) => (1). This follows immediately from the identity
b/b' = -(l/δ)/(l/δ)\

The picture to bear in mind, to be more fully explained below
in Examples 1 and 2, is that in which k consists of differentiate
real or complex valued functions on some domain in C, which is R
or C, as the case may be, differentiation meaning differentiation with
respect to the given variable of C, with the condition that as the
variable approaches a certain fixed limit, finite or infinite, each function
in k approaches a limit, which is either in C or the symbol oo9 and
o is the set of all functions in k whose limits are in C. Then (2)
and (3) are simply the usual 0/0 and °o/oo versions of LΉospitaΓs
rule. In a slight variant of this rule, if a, b e fc* both have limit 0
or limit oo (i.e., v(a), v(b) are either both positive or both negative)
and if one of the two quantities b/a, b'/ar has limit ©oy then so does
the other; this extra bit of LΉospitaΓs rule comes from (2) and (3)
with a and b interchanged.

COROLLARY 1. Under the same assumptions as in the theorem,
each of the statements (1), (2), (3), (4) implies

(5) // a, b e &* and v(a), v(b) Φ 0, then v(a) <; v(b) if and only
if v{a') ^ v(V).
Conversely, under the same assumptions, if o = C + m, then (5)
implies (1), (2), (3), (4).

For the proof, instead of (5) consider the equivalent statement
( 5') If a, be &* and v(a), v(b) Φ 0, then (v(a) = v(b)) ==> (v{af) -

v{V)) and (v(a) < v(b)) => (v(af) < v(b')).
We first show that any of the equivalent statements (1), (2), (3), (4)
implies (5'). Statement (5') is implied by (2) if 0 < v(a) ^ v(b) and
it is implied by (3) if v(a) <; v(b) < 0. In the remaining case v(a) <
0 < v(b), use v((l/aY) = v(-ar/a2) - v(a') - 2v(a) > v{a') and < ( W ) =
v(V) - 2v(b) < v(V). If v(l/a) ^ v(b), then (2) implies that v(V) ^
v((l/a)') > v(a'). If v{lja) > v(b), we have v{a) < v(l/b) < 0, so that
(3) implies v(a') < v((l/&)') < v(b'). Thus (1), (2), (3), (4) each imply
(5;). Conversely, assume (5') and suppose first that a, b em, a, b Φ 0.
Then 0 < v(b) < v{ab), whence v(bf) < v((ab)'). But also v(V) < v(b'a),
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so that v(V) < v((ab)f - Va) = v(a'b). Hence v(a'b/V) > 0, or a'b/V e m.
This last conclusion also holds if instead of assuming a e m we just
suppose a GO, provided o = C + m, and hence statement (1) holds.

In the context of Theorem 1, statements (1) and (4) say that
v(a'b/bf) > 0, or v(a') > vφ'/b). This implies that the subset {v(a')\
a 6 o, a $ C) of the value group v(k*) is bounded from below and the
subset {v(b'/b): b eh*, v(b) Φ 0} is bounded from above. The next
result says that the set {v(a'):aek, a$C} is bounded neither from
above nor from below.

COROLLARY 2. In the context of the theorem and its various
equivalent conditions, if v is nontrivial then for any aek* there
exist x, yek* such that v(x') > v(a) > v(y').

Fix some beo, b$ C. Then for any y e k* such that v(y) Φ 0 we
have b'y/yr em, or v(b'y/y') > 0, or v(y') < v(b'y). If we choose yek
such that v(y) < v(ajbr), v{y) Φ 0, then v(yr) < v(a), as desired. To
get our desired x, assume, as we may, that v(a) Φ 0, and note that
if uek*, v(u) > 0, then v(u'a/a') > 0, or v(uf) > v(a'/a). Therefore
v((u2)') = v{2uu') = v(u) + v(u') > v(u) + v(a'/a). If we take x — u2,
with v(u) > max{0, v(a2/a')}, then we get v(x') > v(a).

DEFINITION. Let k be a differential field of characteristic zero,
C its subfield of constants. A differential valuation of & is a valuation
v of k that is trivial on C and such that if o and m are respectively
its valuation ring and maximal ideal, then o — C + m and (aeo, be
m, bΦ0)=>(a'b/b'em).

Thus a valuation v on the differential field k with constant subfield
C is a differential valuation of k if the equivalent conditions of
Theorem 1 hold and the natural embedding of C into the residue
class field o/nx is surjective.

EXAMPLE 1. Here k is an arbitrary Hardy field (cf. [1, p. 107])
containing the real numbers R. We recall that a Hardy field is a
set of germs of differentiable real-valued functions on neighborhoods
of + oo in R that is closed under differentiation and form a field
with respect to the usual germ addition and multiplication. Any
nonzero element of k has a reciprocal, hence only a finite number of
zeros, therefore is ultimately of constant sign. The same being true
of the derivative of any nonconstant element of k, each element of
k is ultimately monotonic. Thus for each f ek, lima._>+oo f{x) exists
as an element of R or as one of the symbols + oo or — oo. The
differential field structure of k is given and its valuation is that
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associated with the place / H-» limβ-+00 f(x) (identifying + 00 and — 00),
whose valuation ring consists of all f ek having finite limit at + co.
That this valuation is a differential valuation of k follows from
LΉospitaΓs rule.

Essentially the same theory holds for germs of real-valued differ-
entiable functions on deleted right (or left) sided neighborhoods in
jβ of any given point of R. For example, we can consider differential
fields of functions on neighborhoods of 0+ in R; in this case by a
switch in variable from x to 1/x we get the previous theory, but
with another differentiation operation, the two differentiations differing
only by the nonvanishing factor — 1/x2.

We remark in passing that many specific examples of Hardy fields
may be obtained by starting with the field of rational functions R(x)
and constructing a chain of extension fields, each extension field being
obtained from its predecessor by the adjunction of the exponential,
or of the logarithm of the absolute value, of an element of the
predecessor field.

EXAMPLE 2. Let k be a field of germs of differentiate complex-
valued functions on neighborhoods of + °° in R. Suppose that k
contains C, is closed under differentiation, and that the following
condition is satisfied:

(A) For each f ek, limί_+oo/(£) exists, as an element of CU ί^}.
As in Example 1, we have a valuation of k whose valuation ring

is the set of all elements / of k such that limt^+oo f(t) is finite.
Suppose that the following condition also holds:

(B) For each f ek such that limt_+oo/(ί) = 0, there exists MeR
such that for any sufficiently large tlf t2eR with tx < ί2, we have

Then our valuation of k is a differential valuation. To verify this,
we must show that if /, g e k are such that /(<) and g(t) approach
0 as t -> + 00 and g' Φ 0, then f(t)/g(t) and f'(t)/g'(t) have the same
limits as t —> + °°. It suffices to prove this statement when f'(t)/g'(t)
has a finite limit c, and indeed, upon replacing / by / — eg, it suffices
to prove that

(/, gek,g'Φθ, and /(t), g(t), f'(t)/g'(t) all approach 0 as

I > _|_ co) ==> (f(t)/g(t) approaches 0 as ί > + 00) .

To prove this last statement, suppose the contrary, so that there
exists α > 0 such that \f(t)/g(t)\> a for t sufficiently large. Let
M > 0 be associated with g by the property of (B). Let Tx > 0 be
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such that f(t), g(t), f'(t\ g\t) are all defined, with g(t), g\t) Φ 0 and
\f\t)lg'{t)\ < a/M for all t ^ T19 such that \f(T1)jg{T1)\ > a, and such
that for any T2 > Tx we have ΓV(«) |dt ^ M\g(Tx) - g{T2)\. Since
\f(T1)/g(T1)\ > a and f(t), g(t) approach 0 as t-+ +°°, we can choose
T2 > 2\ such that K/CFJ - f(T2))l(g(Td - g(T2))\ > a. For each r 6
[Γlf 5ΓJ we have lim^ r(/(ί) - f(τ))/(g(t) - g(τ)) = f\τ)lg\τ), so that
for 11 - τ I sufficiently small we have | /(ί) - /(τ) | ^ (a/M)\g(t) - flr(r) |.
Since [Γ2, Γ2] is compact, we can find ί0, t2, •••, tΛ such that ϊ7! =
to < ti < - < tn = T2 and such that for each i = 1, , ^ we have
I /(ί,-i) - /(**) I ̂  (α/M) I ^(ί^J - g(t<) I. Then

- g(T2)\ < \f{Tx) - f{T2)\ =

= (α/Λf) Σ
J*i-1

^ (a/M) \T*\g'(fi)\dt £ a\g(Tx) - g(T2)\ ,

a contradiction. This completes the proof that under conditions (A)
and (B) our valuation of & is a differential valuation.

Some remarks on the practical utility of (A) and (B) are in order.
First, condition (A) is easily shown to be satisfied when there exist
fiy fiy # * in &* such that k = C(flf /2, ) and for any nonconstant
power product / of fuf2, ••• we have lim ί++oo/(ί) either 0 or oo,
Second, condition (B) may be difficult to verify in a practical example,
but there is a useful alternate condition, going back to (1) of Theorem
1, which is necessary and sufficient for our valuation of k to be a
differential valuation: if fu f2, are as in the above test for (A),
then for any nonconstant power products / and g of flf /2, that
approach 0 as t —> + oo f also f'gjg' approaches 0 as t -> + oo. (This
last condition is clearly necessary, and its sufficiency is easily checked
by a direct computation that also occurs in the proof of Theorem 2
below. Indeed the sufficiency of this last condition is the special
case of Theorem 2 in which the items K, k, ^ , C, T occurring there
are the present k, C, C, C and multiplicative group generated by C*
and flf f2, " - .) Specific cases where this procedure is applicable are
provided below at the end of Example 10 and in Example 13.

Example 2 is applicable to the circumstance in which we have
a field k of meromorphic functions at some point zoeC, with k con-
taining C and closed under differentiation, and there is a continuously
differentiable path 7: [0, 1] —> C from z0 = γ(0) to zx = 7(1) such that
each element of k can be analytically continued along 7 from zQ up
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to any point y(t\ 0 < t < 1, and approaches a limit, either in C or
the symbol °o, as z-^z1 along 7, and an appropriate analogue of (B)
holds for the restriction to the path 7 of the continuations of the
elements of k. As a matter of fact, the differential valuation of k
that is thus obtained does not depend on 7, any path with the same
endpoints and sufficiently close to 7 in a suitable sense giving the
same differential valuation, at least in the case where k is finitely
generated over C. This example and numerous special cases lead one
to believe that the proper way of dealing with the never-precisely-
defined classical notion of "singularity of a system of ordinary
differential equations" is through differential valuations.

EXAMPLE 3. If C is a field of characteristic zero and z an
indeterminate, the formal power series field C((z)) is a differential
field under the usual derivation (which is trivial on C, continuous in
the topology of C((z))9 and has z' = 1), and the usual valuation of
C((z)) (trivial on C, continuous, and discrete) is a differential valuation
of C((z)).

In the special case of the preceding Example 2 in which 7 is the
constant path y(t) — z0 — 0, power series expansion in powers of z
gives an embedding of differential fields kaC((z)). If f19f2zk and
^(/i) = ^(Λ) Φ 0, then \imz^f1(z)lf%(z) = \imz^Qfl(z)lfl(z) is simply the
ratio of leading coefficients.

EXAMPLE 4. Let us see how certain classical computations go
through in a perfectly general differential field k with differential
valuation v. Suppose that x9 y ek* and that y is an exponential of
x, so that y'jy — x*. Suppose that v(x)*zθ. Then since v(x'y/y') — 0
we must have v(y) = 0. Choosing x09 yoeC so that v(x — xQ) > 0,
v(V — Vo) > 0> we have y0 Φ 0. Induction on n using LΉospitaΓs
rule shows that for each n ^ 0

y -
n\

(x - xo)
n+1

is in the valuation ring of v and has residue class field image
Vol(n + 1)! Thus the partial sums of the series y0 exp(cc — x0) give
finer and finer approximations to y, in the usual sense of asymptotic
developments. If k = C(x, y) we can even embed k in the formal
power series field C{{x — xQ)) so that we have actual equality y =

- x0).

EXAMPLE 5. Let & be a differential field, v a differential valuation
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of k, and aek*. Then k has another differential field structure, with
the same subfield of constants, in which the new derivative of any
u 6 k is au'. The old v is a differential valuation of the new dif-
ferential field.

EXAMPLE 6. Let C be any field of characteristic zero, k a finite
extension field of C of transcendence degree one such that C is
algebraically closed in k. Fix a nonzero C-derivation ' of k. Then
k is a differential field and C its subfield of constants. Let v be the
valuation of k associated with any place of k over C that is rational
over C. Then v is a differential valuation of k. To see this, note
that the C-derivations of k form a vector space over k of dimension
one, so by Example 5 we may replace ' by d/dt, where t is a unifor-
mizing variable for the place in question, i.e., tek and v(t) = 1 (if
v(k*) is normalized to be Z). Then we have a natural embedding of
differential fields k c C((ί)) preserving the valuation and the derivation,
that is we have a differential subfield of the field of Example 3.

EXAMPLE 7. Consider the nonconvergent formal power series
V — Σ«=o^! xnsR((x)). This satisfies the differential equation

xY + (x- l)y = - 1 ,

so that the subfield B(x, y) of B((x)) is a differential subfield, and
we have a differential valuation on this subfield induced by the
differential valuation of B((x)) of Example 3. To interpret this,
note that the differential equation has the real-variable solutions

e1/xdx

taking the arbitrary constant of integration into the integral sign.
We have the formal identity

/Xd'r

xev

! ί + l)\χneVxdx .

As x —> 0 + we have xNeVx -> + °o for all NeZ. Interpreting 1 above

S x J

, for some fixed a > 0, we get a solution of the differential
a

equation on the real interval (0, +oo) which has the given series
Σ^UwIαf1 as an asymptotic expansion at 0+. Any other solution
of the differential equation on (0, + <*>) differs from the present
solution by a constant multiple of l/(xeVx) and has the same asymptotic
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expansion. On the other hand, as x-^0 — we have eVx/xN —>0 for
all NeZ. It turns out that the differential equation has precisely-
one solution on the interval ( — <», 0) which has a finite limit at
0— and this solution is obtained by interpreting I to mean I . This
solution has the given asymptotic expansion ΣSUw! xn at 0 —.

EXAMPLE 8. In [2], Kolchin defines a valued differential field
to be a differential field k with a valuation v such that the set
{v(a'/a): a €&*, v(a) Φ 0} is bounded from above and from below, and
he uses such fields to prove an important diophantine result. If k
is a differential field with a differential valuation v9 then the set
{v(a'/a): αefc*, v(a) Φ 0} is bounded from above, by (1) and (4). It
will be seen as a consequence of Theorem 4 that this set is in fact
finite, therefore a fortiori bounded, if Γ ®z Q is a finite dimensional
vector space over Q, Γ being the value group v(k*), a case that
includes all the most useful examples. On the other hand, for a
general differential field k with differential valuation v the set
{v(a'/a): aek*, v{a) Φ 0} need not be bounded from below: a counter-
example is the Hardy field k — R(x, expx, exp(exp x), •••)» as α?->
+ oo. There are also valued differential fields for which the valuation
is not a differential valuation in the present sense: an example is the
differential field of meromorphic functions on C given by k =
C(z, /*(z), /J(z)), where z is the complex variable, z' = 1, /*(z)
is the Weierstrass /* -function corresponding to some given period
lattice in C, with valuation ring the set of all elements of k of the
form

a0 + a^~ι + a^z~2 + ««

1 + bffi-1 + b2z~2 + '

where α0, alf α2, , b19 &2, are in the differential subfield
/''(«)) of k and αo(O) ̂  oo.

EXAMPLE 9. There is no differential valuation v of the differential
field C(z, /*(z), /*'(z)) (where /*(s) is a Weierstrass /^-function of the
complex variable z, as in Example 8) such that v{z) < 0. For suppose
that v is a valuation of C(z, /*(z), /<\z)) with residue field C such that
v(z) < 0. Then v induces a valuation on the elliptic function field
C(/*(z), jA'(z)) that corresponds to some point zoeC, so that
v(/iz - s0)) < 0. We know that C(Λz), /?(%)) - C(A(z - z0), A\z - zQ)).
If /*{z) satisfies the equation

with g2, g3 e C, and we set t(z) = >(^)//^'(^), we compute
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Viz) = 1 - 12(/<z))2 - g2

S ( / i ) Y 2/{) - 2g3

Since /*(s — s0) satisfies the same differential equation as /*(s), we
get v(t(z - So)) > 0, v(£'(s - So)) = 0. Hence v(t'(z - 20)2/2') = i>(s) < 0,
so that v is not a differential valuation.

The following result will have many applications.

THEOREM 2. Let K be a differential field of characteristic zero,
k a differential sub field of K, ^ a sub field of the field of constants of
K, and v a valuation of K that is trivial on ^. Suppose that C =
& Π k maps surjectively to the image of k in the residue class field
of v. Let T be a subgroup of the multiplicative group K* such that
fc* c Γ, such that K — r^(T), such that any constant in T is in C,
such that (a e T, v(a) = 0) => (α e k*), and such that if a, b e T and
v(a), v(b) > 0 then v{a'bjbf) > 0. Then v is a differential valuation
of K, and & is the field of constants of K.

It will be convenient to first prove the following preliminary
result.

LEMMA. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, each nonzero element
xe^[T] can be written as a finite sum x = Σ?=i£Λ> with each ξt e
<£?*, each ti e T, and v{Q < (ί2) < < v(tn).

It is trivial that x can be written in the form x = Σ?=i £A> with
each ξi e c<^* and each t% e T. Write x in this way, and suppose that
n is minimal for such a representation of x. We may suppose that
v(Q = v(t2) = = v(tr) < v(tr+1), , v(tn). We have, by our assump-
tions, ίi/ίi ek for i = 1, , r. Clearly v(x) ^ v(Q. If v(x) > v{tλ),
using the equation xjtx = Σ?=i ζxttSi) a n ( i mapping into the residue
class field of v gives a relation of linear dependence over C among
fi, , ίr Say that £r = c ^ + + cr_£r_19 with c2, , cr_x 6 C. Then
α = fi(*i + c,tr) + + f.-xC -̂x + cr_Λ) + fr+Λ+i + + £•«„. Since
ίi/ίj e & for i = 1, , r, each of the coefficients tx + cttrf , ίr_x +
cr_^r is in ΓU {0}, and we get an expression for x of the type Σ ^ ^
of length less than n, which is impossible. Thus v(x) = v^). For
i — 1, , r, let d%zC have the same residue class field image as
tjt,. Then x = ( Σ t i f . t t + ΣUf i ( ί t ~ dA) + fr+i*r+i + + ?.*••
Now ΣΓ=i ίi^i G ^ a n ( i f° r i = 2, , r we have tt — dttx e k and
viti — dj^yvix). Hence we could have assumed that in the representa-
tion of minimal length & = ΣΓ=i£<ί<, with each ξiβ^ and each tte T,
we had v(x) = v(t1)<v(t2), , v(ίj. Applying this result to the repre-
sentation of minimal length of x — ξ^ as x — ξ^ — Σ?=2 ̂ ti9 we can
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assume that v(x — £Λ) = v(t2) < v(t3), , v(tn). Continuing thus, we
get the lemma.

We now prove the theorem. Since K is the field of quotients of
], the lemma implies that any element ueK* can be written as

with u0 e T, each ξi9 T^ e ^ * , each aί9 bd e T, ax — bx — ΎJ1 = 1 and v(at)f

v(bd) > 0 for i, j > 1. In this case v(u) = v(u0), and if v(u) = 0 then
w0 e k and % has the same residue class field image as does u^. Thus
the residue class field of v is ^ If v(u) Φ 0, then v(uQ) Φ 0, so uQ φ
C and u'o Φ 0. Thus if t;(t6) ^ 0, we can write

If v(%o) > 0, we get v(aluo/uΌ), v(bjUo/u'o) > 0 for each it j > 1 by
our assumptions, and we get the same conclusions if v(u0) < 0 by
using the identity uo/u'o = —(l/uo)/(l/uoy. Thus if v(u) Φ 0, we have
v(ur/u) = V(UQ/UQ). Hence if v(u) Φ 0, we have v(u) = ^(^o), v(u') =
v(uΌ). We now show that if u eK is constant, then ue^. lΐ u Φ
0 is constant, so is 1/u, so we may suppose v(u) ^ 0. Subtracting
from u a suitable element of ^ , we may suppose v(w) > 0, in which
case we already know that uf Φ 0. Thus the constants of K are
precisely ^ . Since for each u e K* such that v{u) Φ 0 there is a
uoeT such that v(w) = v(%0)> v{u') = (̂̂ ό)> the condition (1) of Theorem
1 is true for elements of K since the corresponding facts hold for
elements of T, and this completes the proof.

EXAMPLE 10. Let C be a field of characteristic zero, cu •••, cr

elements of C that are linearly independent over Q, let yu — , yr be
indeterminates over C, and let if be the differential field C(ylf , yr),
with differentiation defined as trivial on C and such that yi/yt = ct

for i = 1, , r. For any wx, , wr e Z, we have

(yΓ1 v>ΪKvΐι 2/?r) = ^ d + + nrer,

which is nonzero unless nγ— = ^ r = 0. Let τ be any isomorphic
embedding of the subgroup Zct + + Zcr of C into an ordered
abelian group. Then there is a unique valuation v of K that is
trivial on C and such that v(yt) =τ(c<) for each i = 1, , r. Apply
the last theorem to the present field K and valuation vf with & =
<& = C and T the multiplicative subgroup of K generated by C*
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and ylf •••, ?/r. We conclude that C is the subfield of constants of
K and v a differential valuation. Note that any differential valuation
of the differential field K such that v(yx) Φ 0 can be obtained in this
way, since for i = 2, , r we have v{yf

ifyjyίy^ = 0, so that by (1)
and (4) we cannot have v(yt) = 0.

Example 10 becomes a little more transparent if we take cx = 1,
write y1 = x, y2 — of2, , yr = xCr, and use Example 5 to alter the
derivation of K by multiplication by the factor I/a?. We then get the
following result: If 1, c2, , creC are linearly independent over Q,
we have a differential field C(x, xC2, , &•*•) with constants C and
derivation given by (xc)f = ex0"1 for any c e Z + Zc2 + + Zcr, and
for any isomorphic embedding r of Z + Zc2 + + Zcr into an
ordered abelian group we have a differential valuation v of C(x, xC2,
• , afr) such that I (OJ) = τ(l) and w(#c0 = r(c<) for i = 2, , r;
furthermore we obtain in this way all differential valuations v of
C(x,xC2, ,#c/) such that w(αO=£θ. As an example, take C—C and choose
c e C, c ί Q. Then there are differential valuations of the differential
field C(x, xe) for which x has positive value and xc either positive or
negative value, which can be infinitely small or infinitely large with
respect to the value of x. It is hard to make analytic sense out of
this if ceR, but if, for example, c = i = V — 1, we get just such a
differential valuation of C(x, xι) by setting x — e"*""2, x* — et2~u and
letting t —> + oo through real values, as in Example 2.

THEOREM 3. Let K be a field, ^ and k subfields of K that are
linearly disjoint over C = ^ ' f[k and such that K — ̂ (h), let k
have the structure of a differential field with subfield of constants
C, and let v be a differential valuation of k. Then there is a unique
derivation on K that extends that on k and is trivial on ^ , and
this derivation has ^ as its subfield of constants, and there is a
unique valuation of K that extends v and is trivial on ^, and this
is a differential valuation of K with the same value group as k.

A derivation of K = ^(k) that extends the given derivation of
k and is trivial on ^ is uniquely determined by the rules for dif-
ferentiating rational functions, so there is at most one such derivation.
To show the existence of such a derivation of K, choose a transcen-
dence basis {cjiei of ^ over C and note that the linear disjointness
of ^ and k over C implies that {cj ie7 are algebraically independent
over k, so that the given derivation can be extended to a derivation
of MKhei] ^ a ^ a n n u l s each cif hence to a derivation of &({cjίe7),
hence to a derivation of the algebraic extension K of this latter
field, and this last derivation will annul each element of ^ , since
i f is algebraic over C({ct}tei) Thus we have the existence and
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uniqueness of our extended derivation on K. Now consider the
differential valuation v of k. Any nonzero element x of ^[k]
can be written as x = Σ?=i£î <> f° r s o m e w> with each ^ e ^ * and
each UiQk*. Suppose v(^) ^ v(w2), , v(un), and let α2, , αn 6 C
be such that vdujuj — a%) > 0 for i = 2, , w. Then

and t6ί — α^x 6 & with v(ut — α ^ ) > v{u^) for i = 2, , n. Had n
been chosen minimal for our given x, we would have ζt + α2f2 +
• + α»ί« ^ 0. Thus any nonzero xe^[k] is of the form
# = Σ£=ifiWi> with each £ , 6 ^ * , each t^efc*, and with v ^ ) < v(w2),
• *f v(^») We claim that v(uλ) depends only on x, and not on the
choice of n, ζl9 , fΛ, ulf , %Λ. For otherwise we could obtain a
relation Σ ? = i ^ i = 0» w ί t h ^ > 0, each ^ e ^ * , each uzek*, and
with v ^ ) < V(M2), , v(^J, and we shall now show such a relation
to be impossible. If u2, , un are linearly dependent over C we can
express one of these as a linear combination of the others with coef-
ficients in C, and hence get a similar identity Σ?=i fΛ = 0, but with
smaller n. We may therefore suppose u2, -- ,un to be linearly
independent over C. But ul9 -' ,un are linearly dependent over ^ ,
hence by linear disjointness over C, so that ux is a linear combination
of u29 , wΛ with coefficients in C, contradicting ^(^J < v(u2), ,
ι;(wj. Thus ^(uj depends only on a?. If w is a valuation of K that
extends v and is trivial on ^ , then clearly w(x) = v(Wi), so w is
uniquely determined on ^[k], and hence on the quotient field of the
latter ring, which is K. Conversely we may define w on ^[k] — {0}
by w(x) — v(u^), and we get immediately that w extends the map v,
is zero on (gί?*, and has the property that if xly x2e^[k] — {0}, then
w(xλx2) = w(xx) + w(x2), w{xx + ίCg) = minίiί;^), te;(α?2)}. Any element of
if* can be written as x/y9 with a?, 2/ e ^[fc] — {0}, and w(x) — w(y)
depends only on x/y, so that we may define w{xjy) to be w{x) — w(y),
and thus we get our desired valuation on K. It remains only to
show that the subfield of constants of K is ^ and that w is a
differential valuation of K9 and this is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 2 applied to the present K, k, <g% and C, with T — k*.

EXAMPLE 11. There is no differential valuation v of the dif-
ferential field of real-valued functions R(x, cos x9 sin x) for which
v(x) < 0. For by Theorem 3 such a v must extend to a differential
valuation, also denoted v9 of C(x9 cos#, since) = C(x, eίx). Since
v((eix)'xleixx') < 0, (4) implies that v(eix) Φ 0, so that the residue class
field image of tana; is ±i.
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THEOREM 4. Let k be a differential field and let v be a diffe-
rential valuation of k with value group Γ. Then there is a map ψ
from Γ* = Γ — {0} into Γ such that for all a e &* with v(a) Φ 0 we
have ψ(v(a)) = v(a'/a), and ψ has the following properties:

(a) // a6Γ* and neZ,nΦθ, then ψ(na) = ψ(a).
(b) For any γ e Γ , the set {aeΓ: a = 0 or ψ(a) ^7} is a sub-

group of Γ.
(c) For any a, /3eΓ*, ψ(β) < ψ(a) + \a\.

By Corollary 1 of Theorem 1 we have a well-defined map ψ: Γ* -»
Γ given by ψ(v(a)) = v(af/a) for any α e F such that t (α) =£ 0. If
n e Z, n Φ 0, then ψ(nv(a)) = f(v(an)) = v((an)'/an) = v(naf/a) = v(α7α) =
ψ(v(a)), proving (a). Property (b) is verified by noting that if α, 6 e
&* are such that ψ(v(a)), ψ(v(b)) ̂  7, then ψ(v(a) + ^(6)) = ψ(v(άb)) —
v((abY/ab) = v((α'/α) + (676)) ^ min {v(a'/a), v(bf/b)} = min {f (v(α)),
1̂ (̂ (6))} S 7, provided all these symbols make sense, and also using
the case w = — 1 of (a) to get inverses. To prove (c), note first that
we may take a > 0, since ψ(a) = ψ(—a). Take α, δefc* such that

V(α) = α, v(b) = β. Then ^(α) + | α | - ψ(β) = v(a'/a) + v(a) - v(67δ) =
viβ'blV) > 0, by (1) of Theorem 1.

It is convenient to recall here that for any abelian group Γ, the
kernel of the homomorphism Γ-+Γ ® Z Q which is given by 7^7(8)1
is the torsion subgroup of Γ. Furthermore, the vector space over Q
which is given by QΓ = Γ ® z Q is generated by the image of Γ in
QΓ. If Γ is torsion free, we have an embedding of Γ into the Q-
vector space QΓ. If Γ is an ordered abelian group, then so is QΓ
in a natural way, and we have an order-preserving embedding of Γ
into QΓ.

In the most important applications of Theorem 4, the differential
field k will be differentially algebraic over its subfield of constants C
and finitely generated as a differential extension field of C, hence of
finite transcendence degree over C. For any valuation v oί a, field
k that that is trivial on the subfield C, the rational rank of v9 i.e.,
dim^QΓ, where Γ is the value group of v, is at most degtrfe/C
[4, p. 50]. It follows that in the case of Theorem 4 where άegtrk/C
is finite, the function ψ is finitely valued, with # (ψ<Γ*)) ^ deg tr k/C.

It will be shown in a later paper that if Γ is any ordered abelian
group and ψ: Γ* —> Γ a function satisfying (a), (b), (c), and if certain
reasonable further conditions hold, such as ψ being finitely valued,
then Γ and ψ arise from a differential field with a differential
valuation, as in Theorem 4.

EXAMPLE 12. Consider the Hardy field k = JB(α?, ex, eχ2, log a?) of
real-valued functions as x—> +°°, as in Example 1. For any NeZ,
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the limit as x -> + co of each of the functions (ex)N/eχ2, xN/ex, and
(logx)N/x is 0. It follows that each nonzero element / of k can be
written in one and only one way in the form

where nlf n2, n3, n4eZ and fx has a finite nonzero limit as x —> + °°.
The map / \-^ (nlf n2, nz, n4) gives an isomorphism of the value group Γ
of k with the group Z\ lexicographically ordered (i.e., (nu n2, n3, n4) >
0 if nlf n2, nB, n4 are not all zero and the first of these integers which
is nonzero is positive). We compute immediately

(0, 0, - 1 , 0) if m.φO

(0, 0, 0, 0) if m2 = 0 , m2 Φ 0
ψiml9 m2, m3, m4) — •{

(0, 0, 1,0) if mx = m2 = 0 , m3 ^ 0

(0, 0, 1, 1) if m2 = m2 = m3 = 0 , m4 Φ 0 .

REMARK. AS is illustrated by Example 12, in the case of Hardy
fields, and also in the case of differential fields of germs of real-
valued functions on deleted one-sided neighborhoods of a point of R,
we have the important principle

) Let a > β be positive elements of Γ. Then ψ(a) <£ ̂ (/5). Indeed
if a > nβ for all positive integers n then ψ{a) < ψ(β), and in
the contrary case ψ(a) = ( )

To prove this, suppose to fix ideas that we are working with
a Hardy field k of real-valued functions near + °o. Choose f, g ek
such that a = v(f), β — v(g). Then f{x\ g(x), and f(x)/g(x) all have
limit 0 as x-++°°. Assume, as we may, that f(x), g{x) > 0.
Then for large x we have f(x) < g(x), so log f(x) < log g(x), or, since
we are dealing with the logarithms of small positive numbers,
I log f{x) I > I log g{x) I. Adjoining the logarithms of positive functions
does not spoil a Hardy field (cf. [1, p. 113]), so we may assume that
log/, log#e&. Since | log fix) \ > \ log g(x) | for large x, we have
v(log f) ^v(logg), which implies v((log f)') <*v((logg)'). Therefore
v(f'lf) ^ vig'/g), or ψ(a) <; ψ(β). This proves the first statement.
To prove the second statement, choose /, g as above and apply the
given argument to / and g*. We get \log f(x)\ > \nlogg(x)\, or
I log f(x)/\og g(x) I > n for large x. Since this is true for all neZ,
we have v(\og //log g) < 0, so v(log f) < v(log g), so v(f'jf) < v{g'/g)9

or ψ(a) < ψiβ). This proves the second statement. Finally, if there
is a positive integer n such that a < nβ, then f{a) <; f{β) = ψ(nβ) g
ψia), so ψ(α) = ψ(β).
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EXAMPLE 13. The statement (*) of the above Remark is not
valid in general, not even in the case of differential valuations
associated with differential fields of meromorphic functions which
approach limits along a curve in C, as in Example 2. For example,
consider the differential field of meromorphic functions of the complex
variable z given by k = C(z, e% e*2), whose derivation is the usual
differentiation with respect to z. If we set z(t) = t2 + i(t2 — 1/ί) and
let t -* + oo through real values, we get

g , || ,
ί->+oo f* ί->+o

For any NeZ, both (ez2)N/ez and zN/e*2 approach 0 as z —> oo along
the curve z = s(ί), ί —> + o°. It follows that any nonzero element
/ e k can be written in one and only one way in the form

where nu n2, ndeZ and f has a nonzero limit in C as z —> oo along
the curve z = s(£), £ —> + oo. Thus we have a valuation of k, and
the map / H-> OX, ^2, w8) is an isomorphism of the value group Γ with
the lexicographically ordered group Z\ We see by the method of
Example 2 or by Theorem 2 that our valuation is a differential
valuation. We compute φ(l, 0, 0) = v((e~zY/e-z) = 0, ψ (0, 1, 0) =
v((β-'2)7β-2) = (0, 0, -1), ψ(0, 0, 1) = v((XlzYKl/z)) = (0, 0, 1). We get
a contradiction to (*) by taking a = (1, 0, 0), ^ = (0, 1, 0).

The following theorem will turn out to be of fundamental
importance.

THEOREM 5. Let Γ be an ordered abelian group, Γ* = Γ — {0},
and ψ: Γ* —> Γ a map such that

(a) if a e Γ* and n e Z, n Φ 0, then ψ(na) = ψ(a)
(b) for any γ e f , the set {aeΓ: a = 0 or ψ(a) ^>y} is a subgroup

of Γ
(c) for any a, β e Γ*, ψ(β) < f(a) + \a\.

Then for any α, β e Γ* and any positive integer n,

ψ(a)) <\a\.

We must show that for any specific a0, β0 e Γ* and integer nQ > 0
we have no(ψ(βQ) — ψ(a0)) < |α o | . It suffices to consider only the case
Ψ(βo) > ψ(ao) Replacing ψ, if necessary, by the map fa: Γ*-+Γ
given by ^i(τ) = Ψ(Ύ) — ψ(pco)f which also satisfies conditions (a), (b),
(c), we are reduced to consideration of the case ψ(a0) = 0, ψ(β0) > 0.
Now consider the function ψ2: Γ* -> Γ defined by ψ2(y) = 0 if ψ(y) ^
0, ^2(7) = ψiβo) if Ψ(Ύ) > 0. We verify immediately that ψ2 also
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satisfies conditions (a), (b), (c), and that ψ2 and ψ agree on α0 and β0.
Thus we are reduced to considering the special case of the theorem
in which there is a positive δ e Γ such that ψ(Γ*) = {0, δ}, and here
we have to prove that if aeΓ* and ψ(a) = 0, then nδ < | a | for any
positive integer n. Now since δ < ψ(δ) + \δ\, we cannot have ψ(δ) —
0. Hence ^(δ) = δ. To prove for some fixed α e Γ such that ψ(a) =
0 that w<? < | α | for any positive integer w, it suffices to restrict our
attention to the subgroup of Γ given by Za + Zδ. Noting that
ψ((Za + Zδ)*) = {0, <?}, we are reduced to the special case where
Γ = Zα + Zδ. Since α/r takes on two values on Γ*f Γ cannot be cyclic,
by condition (a). Hence Γ is a free abelian group on two generators.
The function ψ takes on the value δ on (Zδ)*, and the value 0
elsewhere on Γ*. If the ordering of Γ is archimedian, Γ is order-
isomorphic to a subgroup of R, hence has arbitrarily small positive
elements. Thus if Γ is archimedian there exists β e Γ such that
0 < β < δ, and we get β $ Zδ, so that ψ(β) = 0, and hence we have
a contradiction in the statement δ = ψ<<5) < -f(/3) + |/3|. Thus the
ordering of Γ is not archimedian. Therefore Γ contains a proper
convex (or "isolated") subgroup, necessarily of rank 1, therefore
cyclic with some generator e > 0, and e is the smallest positive
element of Γ. Now δ < ψ(ε) + ε so 0 <; δ — ψ(ε) < ε, and therefore
§ = φ(ε). Therefore ψ equals δ on (Zε)* and equals 0 elsewhere on
Γ*f so that δeZε. Since the image of | α | in the ordered abelian
group Γ/Zε (which is isomorphic to Z) is positive, we have \a\ > nε
for all neZ, and this completes the proof.

LEMMA. Let k be a differential field, v a differential valuation
of k, p a prime number and let uek* be such that v(u)$pv{k*).
Then there is a unique extension (to within order-isomorphism) of
the valuation v to k(u1/p) and this extended valuation is a differential
valuation of k(uVp) which has the same constants as k.

Since v(u)$pv(k*), we have uVp$k, so that [k(uVp):k] =p and
l,u, - ,u(p~1)/p are a &-basis for k(u1/p). If w is any extension to
k(uυp) of the valuation v of k and a0, au , ap^ ek, then w(aίu

i/p) Φ
w(aύu

ύ'p) if aί9 aά Φ 0 and i Ξ£ j(moάp). Thus

= minί=Ot...,p_1w(aiu
ί/p) = (1/p) mmi=Of...tP_1v(apui) .

Therefore w is completely determined by v, so that we can simplify
our notation by writing w = v. We now try to apply Theorem 2 to
the case of K = k(u1/p), with the present k and v, with ^ = C =
constants of k, and with T = U=o, ..,ί,-i&*^ί/?). That A* c Γ and iΓ -
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are clear. If αe&*, i = 1, , p — 1, and aui/p is a constant,
then so is α'Vefc, so that α V e C , which contradicts v(%)$ jw(Jk*).
Thus any constant in T is in &, hence in C. The condition (α e T,
t (α) = 0) => (α 6 fc*) is trivial. If α 6 T then αp e &* and (ap)'/ap =
pa'/a, so that v(a'/a) = v((ap)'/ap). Hence if α, 6 e Γ and <α), i (δ) > 0
we have v(a'b/V) = v(a'/a) - v{b'jb) + v(a) = v((a*)'/ap) - v((bpY/bp) +
v(ap)/p. But this last expression is positive, by Theorem 5, since
ap, bp ek and v is a differential valuation of A;. Thus Theorem 2 is
applicable, and this completes the proof.

THEOREM 6. Let k be a differential field, v a differential valuation
of k. Then any extension of v to a valuation of an algebraic
extension field of k is a differential valuation of the extension
field.

It suffices to consider the case where the extension field is the
algebraic closure k of k. Before proceeding with the proof, two
remarks are appropriate. First, recall the elementary fact that the
derivation on k extends in a unique way to a derivation on k. Thus
the extended derivation on k commutes with each Λ-automorphism
of k. Second, recall that the valuation v of k can be extended to a
valuation of k, and that (except for an order-isomorphism of the
value groups) any two extensions of v to k differ by a Zs-automorphism
of k (cf. [4, p. 28]). In what follows we denote by the same symbol
v a fixed extension to k of the given valuation of k, and we go
about proving that v is a differential valuation of fe. The proof
uses a number of standard ideas, appropriately modified, that may
be found in [3, Chap. 2]. We first note that each subfield of fc that
contains k is itself a differential field and we partially order by
inclusion the set of those intermediate fields on which the restriction
of v is a differential valuation. By Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal
such intermediate field. Replacing k by this maximal intermediate
field if necessary, we are reduced to the case where the restriction
of v to k is a differential valuation, but the restriction of v to any
subfield of k that properly contains k is not, and we have to show
that in this case k — k. Let C, ^ be respectively the subfields of
constants of k and of k. Then ^ is the algebraic closure of C in
k, hence is itself algebraically closed, and since v is trivial on C it
is also trivial on ^ . Theorem 3 implies that the restriction of v to
<^(k) is a differential valuation. Thus ^(k) — k, and hence ^ = C.
In particular, C is algebraically closed. When we extend a valuation
of a field to an algebraic extension field, the residue class field of
the extension field is algebraic over the residue class field of the
original field. Thus the residue class field of k is algebraic over
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that of k, which is C; thus k and k have the same residue class
field C. When we extend a valuation of a field to a valuation of an
algebraic extension field, the value group of the extension field contains
as a subgroup the value group of the small field, with the quotient
group a torsion group. Let Γ be the value group of k. The lemma
tells us that for any prime number p, Γ = pΓ. Thus Γ is a divisible
group, that is Γ — QΓ, so that Γ is also the value group of k.
Thus k and k have the same residue class field C and the same value
group Γ. Supposing that k Φ k, we fix a field K such that kaKczϊc
and n — [K: k] > 1 is minimal. Next fix some aeK, a$k. Then
K = k(a). We define a subset S of Γ by

S = {7 e Γ: for some a e k, v{a — a) = 7} .

Fix a function 7 H* αr from S into & such that v(a — ar) — 7 for
each 7€S . The set S is nonempty. If 76S, we can find bek such
that t (δ) = 7, so that v((α — ar)/b) = 0, and then we can find c 6 C
having the same residue class field image as (a — ar)/b. Then
v((a — ar)/b — c) > 0. Thus αr + δtf e k and v(α — (αr + be)) > 7. Thus
S does not have a greatest element. Now for any ζek, consider
v(ar — ξ) as 7 ranges over S. This quantity is defined except when
ar = ξ, which can happen for at most one 7 eS, and then only if
ξ e k. We have v{aγ — ξ) — v({aγ — a) + (a — £)). It may be that
for some σ e S we have t;(α — £) <; σ, and then for yeS, Ύ > σ we
have v(αr — £) = ^((αr — α) + (α — £)) = v(α — f). In this case v(αr — ί)
takes on the fixed value v(a — ξ) for all sufficiently large 7 6 S (this
happens, for example, if ξ ek). On the other hand, we may have
v(a — ξ) greater than each element of S. In this case, for each 7 e S
we have v(ar — £) = v((αr — α) + (α — f)) = v(ar — a) = 7, so w(ar — f)
increases with 7 for 7 e S (this happens, for example, if ξ = α). Now
let cc be an indeterminate over k and let f(x) e k[x] be a nonzero
polynomial. Writing f(x) as the product of an element of k and
several monic linear factors x — ξ9 with ξ e k, we see that either
v(f{βr)) — v(J(a)) if 7 6 S is sufficiently large, or v(f(ar)) is a strictly
increasing function of 7 if 7 6 S is sufficiently large. For example,
if f(x) e k[x] is linear, we have v(f(a7)) = v(f(a)) for all sufficiently
large 7 e S , while if φ(x) is the minimal polynomial of a over fc, we
have v(φ(ar)) increasing for all sufficiently large 7 6 S. By the mini-
mality property of n — [k(a): k] = deg φ, any nonzero f{x) 6 k[x] of
degree less than n factors into linear factors in k[x], so that for
such an f(x) we have v(f(ar)) = v(f(a)) for all sufficiently large 7 6 S.
Write φ(x) = Σ?=o «,«?*, with each at e fc, and set φo(x) — ΣΓ=o αt̂ S ^(») =
Σ?=o iα^*"1, both nonzero elements of fc[cc] of degree less than w.
Then 0 = [φ(a))f = ^0(α) + «y(α), so that α' = -φo(a)/φ'(a). Hence
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v(a') = v{φQ{a)) - v(φ\a)) - v(φo(aγ)) - v{φ\ar)) - v{φlar)lφ\ar)) if 7 e S
is sufficiently large. We also have, for each 7 e S,

(φ(ar)Y -

For 7 e S sufficiently large, we have v(φo(ar)) — v(φo(a)) and v(
v(φ\a)). We also know that v{aγ) — v(a) for sufficiently large 7 6 S,
so that if v(α) ^ 0 then v(ar) is constant for sufficiently large 7 e S.
But v((φ(ar))') is an increasing function of 7 for sufficiently large
7 G S, since v(φ(ar)) is an increasing function of 7 and v is a diffe-
rential valuation on k. If i (α) Φ 0 this can happen only if for
sufficiently large γ e S we have v(φo(ar)) = v(α^'(αr)), in which case
v(αy) = v(φo(ar)/φ'(ar)) = v(a'). Thus for any a e K such that a$h and
ι (α) Φ 0, we can find an element aek such that v(a) = v(α) and
ι (α') — v(α'). This last statement is also true, trivially, if aek,
v(ά) Φ 0. Since v is a differential valuation on k, property (5) of
Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 holds for elements of k, hence, by what
we have just shown, for elements of K. The converse part of the
same Corollary 1 now implies that v is a differential valuation on K.
This contradicts the maximality assumption we have made on k,
showing that k = k and completing the proof.

It will be shown in another paper that any differential valuation
of a differential field k can be extended to a differential valuation
of any liouvillian extension field of fc.
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